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Praha* 

Received 14. October 1999 

The space of all pairs of continuous stochastic processes (X, Y) such that Y is a local 
martingale on the completed canonical filtration of the proces X is proved to be closed 
w.r.t. the convergence in distribution relatively in the space of all pairs (X, Y) where the 
Y is an X-adapted stochastic process. As a result, sets of solutions of local martingale 
problems in Stochastic analysis and Financial mathematics become in many important 
cases convex and weakly closed sets. We benefit of the property via Krein-Milman 
Theorem to specify the manner in which the solutions with a deterministic initial 
condition generate a solution with an arbitrary stochastic initial condition. 

1 Introduction 

The purpose of the present paper is to investigate the sets of solutions of the 
following generalization of Stroock-Varadhan (local) martingale problem: 
Given a set ^ of continuous processes on the canonical measurable space 
(C(R+), #(C(R+))) that start from the origin such a problem is defined by 

K£ = {lie^(C(IR+)): G is an (/*, Jf")-local martingale, Ge<§} 

where 3#(S) and 0>(S) denote the Borel cr-algebra and the set of all Borel 
probabilities on S for a metric space S, while (Jf^) stays for the /^-completion of 
the canonical filtration (3^) on C(IR+). To cover the sets of weak solution of 
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stochastic differential equations (SDE's) we may further specify the l^-sets by 
saying that a B e J*(C(R+)) and a set ^ is compatible if 

pi{B) = 1 => G is J f "-adapted process for all G G ^ 
and writing 

^B = H^n {lie ^(C(R+)): fi{B) = 1}. 

A distribution ft e iV^B will be called here a solution to (^, B) (local martingale) 
problem, while a continuous stochastic process X defined on complete probability 
space (Q, #", P) such that G{X) is an Jf*p-local martingale for any G e^S and 
P[X e.B] = 1 holds, will be referred to as a strong solution to (^, B) problem 
on (Q, -^ P), As usual (Jf*'p) denotes the P-completion of the canonical filtration 
associated with a process X. It follows by Lemma 2.3 (c) bellow that a continuous 
process X is a strong solution to (^, S)-problem if and only if <&{X) e iV^% B. 

Stochastic analysis provides a variety of examples of (^, 5)-problems. Agree to 
denote by x the identity map on C(R+) and call it the canonical process. 

1.1. Example. If & is a singleton that consists of the centered canonical process 
x - x(0) on C(R+) then 

Jif := {^{X): X is a continuous 3?-local martingale] = ^x_x(0)}. 

Financial mathematics offers good reasons to investigate the geometry of the 
convex set Jf searching namely for a characterization of ex Jf7. See [4] and 
Chapter V in [7] for a deep discussion of the problem. 

1.2. Example. Consider (b, o)-SDE (Stochastic differential equation) 

(D) dX(t) = b{X) dt + o{X) dW{t) 

with ^-progressive coefficients b and o. Denote 

t 

Bba = {XG C(R+): \\b\ + (J2 ds < oo Vf > 0} G <^(C(R+)) 
0 

Gb{x, t) = x{t) - x(0) - \b{x) ds, (t, x) e R+ x Bbt<r 

t ° 

GM(x, t) = x2{t) - x2(0) - J 2xb(x) + <r2(x) ds, (t, x) G R+ x Bh%a 
0 

Gb = GM = 0, (t, x) G R+ x (C(R+)\Sfc)(7). 

Then & := {Gb, Gbt<T} and B = Bba are easily seen to be compatible and 

%,a:= [<£{X):X is a weak solution of (D)} = HT^B 

The (^, B)-local martingale problem with the above specification of @ and B is 
equivalent to Stroock-Varadhan martingale problem (see [5]y Chapter IS, for 
example). 
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For the sake of completeness we recall briefly the concept of the weak solution 
and the arguments for the equality if£ta = i^B. 

A weak solution of (D) is defined as (Q, J^ P, if, W, X), where (Q, &, P) is 
a complete probability space, (if) a complete filtration, W an Jf-Wiener process 
and X a continuous Jf-semimartingale with P\X e Bba] = 1 and with the 
stochastic differential given by (D). To verify H^ta = i^B note first that a con
tinuous process X is a strong solution of (^, B)-problem on a complete probability 
space (Q, J* P) if and only if P\X e Bba] = 1 and M : = Gb OX is an Jf^-local 
martingale with the quadratic variation given by d<M> (t) = o2(X) dt: Just apply 
Ito formula to compute 

dN(t) = 2X dM(t) + d<M>(t) - a\X) dt, N : = Gbt<F o X. 

Hence, if (Q, J* P, J£ W, X) is a weak solution of (b, o-)-SDE then M and N are 
^-local martingales and of course also JfXF-local martingales on (Q, ^ P) 
because ^x,p c Jf, b(X) and cr2(X) are Jf*-adapted processes and P[X e Bb? J = 1. 
This proves that X is a strong solution of the (^, B)-problem and also that 

If X' is a strong solution of the (^, B)-problem on (Q', $F', P') we construct 
(Q, J* P, ^ , B, X) such that (Q, &, P) is a complete probability space, (^f) 
a complete filtration, B an ^t-Wiener process and X a continuous process with 
££(X) = ^(X'), such that &{x and ^ r are independent filtrations. According to 
Lemma 2.3 X is a strong solution of the (^, S)-problem which means, that 
M : = Gb o X is a Jf^-local martingale with d<M> (t) = a2(K) dt. It follows 
easily that M is also an Jf-local martingale where Jf := cr(Jfxp u ^f) and that 
(Theorem 16.12 in [5]) there exists an if-Wiener proces W such that 
dM(r) = o(X) dW(t). Obviously, (Q, ^ P, 3Ft9 W, X) is a weak solution of (D) and 
therefore 1V%tB a HTba. 

Denote by 

iTht(Tt0:= (i?(X(0)),X is a weak solution of (D)} = p0 O ^ > B , 

where p f : C(ff?+) -» C[0, f] denotes the projection, the set of initial distributions 
that may start a weak solution of (D). The "classical weak SDE-theory" offers 
a variety of results that specify the set of all possible initial distributions 
Po ° ^ , B c ^(R) according to the properties of the coefficients b and a. For 
example (Skorochod theorem 18.9 in [5]), if both b and o are continuous maps 
C(ff?+) -> C((R+) with locally uniformly bounded trajectories, then i^t(Tt0 = 
Po ° ^i,B = ^(R). Recall that a (b, c/)-SDE is well posed for an initial condition 
v e &>(U) if there is an unique Pv e %t(T with the initial condition v. Stroock and 
Varadhan in [8] (see also Theorem 18.10 in [5]) established an ad hoc Choquet 
theory which says that a (b, <r)-SDE is well posed for any v e 0>(M) if and only if 
it is well posed for any deterministic initial condition x e U. In fact they proved 
that iV^ B and 0*(U) are isomorphic simplexes in this case, the Borel measurable 
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affine isomorphism being defined by v -> JR Pxv(dx), where Px:= P£x. A more 
general treatment may be found in [2]. 

1.3. Example. Having continuous processes G and v defined on C(lR+) such 
that the trajectories of v are of finite variation on U and G(0) = v(0) = 0, we put 

it£tV: = {fie ^(C(IR+)): G is an ^-local martingale, <G> = v[fi]} 

where <G> denotes as usual the quadratic variation of G. The elements of 
stochastic analysis show, that 

^G,v = ^{G,GV} = ^{H^keU} 

where 
Gv:= G2 — v and Hk = exp {XG — yv} — 1. 

Hence, to construct a probability distribution ji e ^(C(R+)) under which a given 
process becomes a local martingale with a given quadratic variation is the same as 
to construct a solution to a ^-local martingale problem with a rich offer for the 
choice of ^. 

The sets of solutions H^B are Borel and measure convex sets in ^(C(IR+)) 
generally — see [10]. Here we shall focus on the ^ ' s for which any Ge% is 
a continuous Jf*-adapted map C(IR+) -> C(lR+). The hypothesis being automati
cally satisfied by Example 1.1 may be forced to the sets ^ that appear in Examples 
1.2 and 1.3 causing no serious restrictions there. Corollary 3.4 states that iV% is 
a weakly closed convex set under the hypothesis. Especially, for such a set we have 
an advantage of Krein-Milman and Choquet theorem to be valid. We apply the 
former one in Theorem 3.7 to deepen and generalize Stroock- Varadhan theorem 
and further apply the result to an optimization problem in a theoretical economy. 

2 Notations and preliminaries 

Agree first that until further notice 

(1) any stochastic process X = (X(t), t > 0) we shall treat here, will be continuous 
1R — valued and defined on a complete probability space (Q, ^ P). 

Especially, the X is random variable with values in the Polish space C = C(IR+) 
of IR+ —> (R continuous functions with the topology of the uniform convergence on 
compact intervals in IR+. Our results center around topological and geometrical 
properties related to the following spaces of C((R+) x C(IR+) random variables1. 

A0 = {(X, Y): Y(0) = 0, Y is an 0j>x-p adapted process}, 
where 

1 We refer to [5], [6] and [7] for the elements of stochastic analysis we shall employ in our presentation. 
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ifx = o(X(s)9 s < t) is the canonical filtration of X, 
NP = {Fe^\P(F) = 0} 

and 

if*>p = G(&x
 u NP), is the P-completion of the filtration if*. 

Further denote 

M° = {(X, Y) e A0 : Y is an 0>x-p martingale}, 
L° = {(X, Y) e A0: Y is an if*'p local martingale}. 

Denoting x -> TC(X) and x -* ac(x) the Borel maps from C(R+) to [0, oo] and 
C((R+), respectively, defined by 

rc(x) = inf {s > 0: \x(s)\ > c}9 ac(x) (t) = x(t A TC(X)), X e C(IR+), 16 R \ c e R. 

We recall the definition of a local martingale by 

(2) L° = {(X, y) E A0 : ac o y e M° Vc G N}. 

We shall also agree to call a stochastic process y, defined on a probability space 
(Q, &9 P) with a possibly uncomplete filtration (if) an if-premartingale, if 

y(t) e L^P), E^y(t) = E^y(8) o < 8 < t 

and to call it an J^-local premartingale, if ac o Y is an if-premartingale for any 
c eN. Denote finally 

PM := {(X, y ) : y(0) = 0 and Y is an Jf*-premartingale} 

PL := {(X9 Y): Y(0) = 0 and Y is an Jf*-local premartingale} 

and observe that 

(3) M° = A0 n PM and L° = A0 n PL 

because Y is an Jf^-premartingale if and only if it is Jf*-premartingale, while 
the latter equality follows by (2). 

Note that for a pair (X, Y) in A0 is ac(y) = YzC{Y\ where the latter process is 
the y stopped by the Jfxp Markov time Tc(y) (of the first entry to [c, oo) by \Y\). 
Obviously 

(4) (X, y) G A0 => (X, ac o y) G A0 , (X, y) G L° => (X, ac o Y) e M°. 

Importantly, we insist that the true identity of a pair (X, Y) e A0 is not precise 
without stating its probability setting given by the underlying complete probability 
space (Q, 3F, P). Thus, (X, Y) and (X\ Y') are identical pairs in A0 if they are 
defined on a common complete probability space with a probability P such that 
(X, y) = (X\ Y') [P], i.e. such that (X\ Y') is a P-modification of (X, Y). 

We abbreviate and mostly even skip the reference to the underlying probability 
space in the fashion (X, Y, Q, # ; P) = (X, y, P) = (X, Y). The reason for choosing 
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the complete filtration Jf*,p in our definitions of A0 and L° stems basically from our 
wish to get them as sets closed w.r.t. the convergence in distribution. See Lemma 2.3 
bellow for the first step towards the aim. A communication between complete and 
uncomplete filtrations JfXP and 2FX is suggested by the following simple observation. 

2.1. Remark. Assume that (X9 Y) is a pair of processes defined on a possibly 
uncomplete space (Q, 3F9 P) such that Y is an 3FX-adapted process (3FX-mar
tingale, 2F*-local martingale) with Y(0) = 0. Then obviously (X9 Y, Q, J^p, P) is 
in A0 (M°, L°) denoting by (Q, J^p, P) the completion of (Q, &9 P). 

Thus we agree to consider without further reference the pairs defined on 
(Q,^,P) with Jf*-adapted Y (^-martingale Y, J^-local martingale Y) as 
members of A0 (M°, L°) identified there as (X9 Y, Q, f*9 P). 

Some more notations may be convenient to introduce: If S is a metric space, 
Y: Q -> S and & c e x p f i a a-algebra, we shall write Ye & if Y~l&(S) cz &. 

2.2. Lemma. Let (X9 Y) e A0. Then there exist 

a Borel map gt: C[0, t\ -» R9 gte 3{x such that Y(t) = gt(X(s), s < t), t > 0, 

i.e. the process Y possesses a (possibly uncontinuous) 3FX-adapted modification. 

Proof. It follows that Y(t) e &x* = v{Fu N,Fe &x
9 N e NP] and therefore 

by the standard extension (Theorem 2.4 in [7]) we exhibit an Y'(t) e 2FX such that 
Y'(t) = Y(t). Finally, apply Lemma 1.13 in [5] to prove the existence of gt. • 

As we have already mentioned any (continuous) process X on an (Q, $F9 P) is 
a C valued random variable and as such it possesses its probability distribution 
jS?(X|P) = X O P = ^(X) as a Borel probability measure on C. Thus, any pair 
of processes (X9 Y) is a random variable with values in the Polish space 
C2 = C x C with the probability distribution denoted by &(X9 Y\P) = S£(X9 Y). 

The spaces A0, M°9 L° respect the factorization of the space of C2-valued random 
variables defined by the equality of probability distributions. 

Denote jSf(^) = {<&(V\ V e 1^} for any set if of random variables. 

2.3. Lemma. Let (X9 Y) be a C2 random variable. Then 

(a) J&(X9 Y) e if (A0) => (X9 Y) e A0 

(b) &(X9 Y) e ^(M°) => (X9 Y) e M° 
(c) <£(X9 Y) e JSf (L°) => (X9 Y) e L° 
(d) &(X9 Y) e JS?(PM) => (X9 Y) e PM 
(e) &(X9 Y) E JS?(PL) => (X9 Y) e PL 

Proof. According to (3), (a) A (d) => (b) and (a) A (e) => (c). Moreover, 
(d) => (e) because ac: C(IR+) -> C(IR+) are Borel measurable for any CEM. 

To prove (a) let JSfpST, Y) = JSf(cj, rj) for a (^ rj) e A0. Lemma 2.2 yields a Borel 
map 

gt: C[0, t] - R, gtE 9*9 t](t) = gt(£(s)9 s < t)9 t > 0, 
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which implies immediately that Y(s) = gt(X(s), s < t) for all t > 0 and therefore 
(X, 7) e A0. 

To prove (d) let &(X, Y) = J£?(£, rj) for a (& IJ) e PM. Observe that for any 
8 < t, Y(t) G L b 

Ef(X(M), u < 5) Y(t) = Ef5(̂ (u), u < s) rj(t) = Ef(c;(u), u < s) >/(s) 
= Efs(X(u),u<5)y(8), 

whenever fs: C[0, t] -• IR is a bounded Borel map. Hence, ( l , 7 ) e P M . • 

The canonical home for continuous processes is provided by the measurable 
space (C, J*(C)), recall that C := C(IR+), filtered by the canonical filtration ( i f ) 
where x = (x(t), t > 0) is the canonical process defined by x(t, x) = x(t) for x e C 
and t > 0. Note that 

(5) $? = pr^(c[o, t]), t > 0 
and 

(6) X _ 1 J f = 3Ft
x', t > 0 if X is a continuous process. 

Denote 

# := {G: C *-* C Borel measurable, G(0) = 0} c€a := {GeV, G $? adapted} 
(€c: = {G: C -• C continuous, G(0) = 0} #c,fl: =

 (€c n #a. 

Note that putting G^t, x) = x(t2) and G2(t, x) = A{0 < s < t, x(s) > 0} we exhibit 
GieWX^a and G2 e ^aX^c. Also, the stopping maps ac,s are easily seen to be in 
^ a \ ^ c . 

2.4. Remark. The above spaces are stable with regard to Lebesgue integration: 
Denote 1(A) (t) = J0 A(s) ds and observe that the following implications hold: 

(i) If A is an ^-progressive process, then B:= [x e C : f0 \A(x)\ ds < 00 Vt > 0} 
G J*(C) and IB • 1(A) e C is an $?*-adapted process for any \i e ^(C), 

m = 1. 
(ii) A e U 0 # => 1(A) e<£ and AeU®<6a^ 1(A) e <ga.

2 

(Hi) A e U © # c => 1(A) e^candAeU® #c,a => 1(A) e #c>fl. 
(iv) Ifx -> A(t, x) is a continuous map C(J£+) -• IR and sup(sx)Grp,t]XK 1-4(8, x)\ < °° 

for any t > 0 and any compact set K c C(R+) f/ien 7(̂ 4) G ^C. 
Denote by CA°, CM0 and CL° the sets of all (G, //) G ^ x ^(C) such that (x, G, C, 
#(C)", n) is in A0, M° and L°, respectively. Thus (G, fi) is in L° if and only if G is 
a (/x, J^)-local martingale on (C, ̂ (C)", /*). 

2.5. Theorem. Endow the product <& x 0>(C) with the identity given by (G, ft) = 
(G\ //) if and only if fi = pi' and G = G'[/*]. Then there exists a unique map 
r : A0 -• # x < (̂#) swc/i t/zatfor any (G, /i) G # x <^(#) and (X, Y) e A0 

І Ф D : = {a+ d,aєU, dєD}, D c ï 
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(7) r(X,Y) = (G,fi) o &{X,Y) = &{x,G\/i) 

or equivalently 

(8) r(X, Y) = (G, n) o Y = G(X), 2(X) = p. 

The pair r(X, Y) = (G, pi) will be called the canonical representation of (X, Y). 
Moreover, 

(9) &(x9 Y) = se(x\ r ) o r(X, y) = r(X', r ) , (X, y),(X', r ) G A 0 . 

Fwrt/ier, r(A°) = CA° and 

(10) (X, y) G M°(e L°) o r(X, y)GCM°(GCL°),(X, y)GA°. 

Especially, 

(11) J5f(X) = fi, (G, /i) G CA0 (CM0, CL°) => (X, G(X)) e A0 (M°, L°). 

The essence of the above definition is that r(X, Y,Q,£%P) selects the unique 
member of A0 stochastically equivalent to (X, Y) that may be identified as 
(x, G, C, 3S(Cy, fi) for some (G, ̂ ) G # x ^(C). Moreover, the canonical represen
tation preserves the information on the presence of the (local) martingale property. 

Proof. Assuming that we shall be able to prove that 

(12) V(X, y) G A0 3G G # such that Y = G(X) 

we observe that (8) defines correctly the unique map r : A0 -> # x ^(C). Because 
for any (X, y) G A0 and (G, ^) G C x ^(C) equality <£(X, Y) = if (x, G | /*) holds if 
and only if J£?(X) = ^ and y = G(X) hold simultaneously, we conclude that (7) 
is the equivalent definition of the map r. 

Further, (9) follows by an application of (7) to verify the (=>) part and by an 
application of (8) to verify (<=) part. 

To prove (10) apply (7) and then Lemma 2.3 (a), (b), (c), respectively. Finally 
observe that (11) follows by (8) and (10), because (G, fi) G CA° yields r(x, G, C, 
&(CY,fi) = (G,ti). 

Thus, it remains to verify (12): If (X, Y,P)e/\°, then obviously Yea(X)p. 
Then, Lemma 1.25 in [5] exhibits a Y' e c(X) such that Y' = Y[P] and Lemma 
1.13 in [5] a G e # such that G(X) = Y'. Hence, the G is the process the existence 
of which is stated by (12). • 

Note also, that the canonical representation respects Doob-Mayer decomposition 
and stochastic integration procedures. Assume that (X, Y, P), (X, Yh P) G L°, i = 1, 2 
and recall that < Yu Y2} denotes the covariation of local martingales Yx and Yl9 the 
almost surely unique continuous process with finite variation onR + such that 

(13) (X , a ,y 2 »GA° and (X, YXY2 - <1J, Y2))e L° 

hold. 
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As usual we write (Y, Y} = <y> and call it a quadratic variation of 
y observing also that <y> is a nondecreasing process. Also recall that if 

t 

(14) A is Jf*,p-progressive process with 1^42d<y> < oo 0.8.[P] Vt > 0, 
o 

then IJ(A) — $0 A dY denotes the almost surely unique continuous process such that 
t 

(15) (X, IY(A)) e L° and (1Y(A), iV> (t) = f̂  d<y iV> Vt > 0, V(X, N) e L°. 
o 

IY(A) is called the Jf^-stochastic integral of A respect to Y. 

2.6. Corollary. Let (X, Y, P), (X, Yh P) e L° with r(X, Y,) = (G„ n), r(X, Y) = 
(G, n) and r(X, (\, y2» = (v, /i), r(X, (Y)) = (a, /.), i = 1, 2. Then 

(16) v = <Gb G2> [n], especially (Yu Y2> = <G„ G2> O X[P] . 

Further, if a is an ^-progressive process on C(U+) such that $Qa2 dq < oo a.s. 
[ju] then 

(17) r(X, IY(a o X)) = (IG(a), ft), i.e. IY(a O X) = IG(a) O X[i>] 

holds. 

Proof. It follows by (7), (13) and (10) that 

r(K, YXY2 - <JU y2» = (GXG2 - v, ft) and (GXG2 -v9fi)e CL° 

hold. Because veW is an Jf^-adapted process of the finite variation, (16) is 
a consequence of the uniqueness of Doob-Mayer decomposition. 

According to Lemma 18.1. in [5], A : = a O X is an Jf-progressive process with 
t t 

J^2d<y> = (§a2dq\oX 
o \ ' 

according to (16) and therefore the stochastic integral IY(A) exists with 
(X, IY(A)) e L°. Choose (X, N) e L° arbitrary, denote r(X, N) = (H, n) and apply 
(16) twice to verify (17): 

<7°(a) O X, At> = <i°(a), H} o X = fa d<G,H> O X = fv4 d<y A!>. 
J J D 

Theorem 2.5 allows to specify the probability distributions in JS?(L°) by 

(18) &(l°) = {^(x,G\ii)e0>(C2): (G, jx) e CL0}. 

That is as to say that 5£(L°) is the set of distributions P e ^(C2) which are supported 
by the graph of a process G e # that becomes (/x, Jf^-local martingale under the 
first marginal /* of the distribution P. Hence, if we define O : # x ^(C) -• ^(C2) by 
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(19) 0(G, n) = J?(x, G | /x), (G, /z) e ^ x .^(C) 

we get 

(20) CH° = <b-l&(l°) (and similarly CM0 = O - ^ M 0 ) ) . 

Because any ^-local martingale problem may be redefined as H^ = P)Ge^CL°(G), 
where CL°(G) and CL0(/i) denotes the section of CL° at a G e # and at a /* e ^(C), 
respectively, (20) provides an important link between the local martingale pro
blems introduced in Section 1 and the principal set L° of Section 2. Moreover, the 
map O may be forced to be "continuous" with respect to the convergence CA 
introduced by 

(21) {Gmtin)^(G,n)if 
Gn^> G //-continuously in C(IR+) and /*n -• /x weakly in 0>(C). 

Recall that if Gn, G: 5 -> T, and fi e 0>(S) where 5 and T are metric spaces, then 
the continuous and //-continuous convergence of the sequence (Gn) to the G, 
denoted by Gn A G and Gn A G[//], is defined by 

sn-+ s => Gn(sn) -> G(s) and sn ^ s => Gn(sn) -> G(s), se F, fi(F) = 1 

respectively. 

2.7. Lemma. The map O : # x ^(C) -> ^(C2) defined by (20) is sequentially 
continuous with respect to the CA convergence in ^xSP(C) and the weak 
convergence in gP(C2), i.e., 

(Gn, iin)
 CA (G, fi) => <D(Gn, //„) - <D(G, /i) weakfy. 

Proof. Apply Theorem 3.27 in [5] to fn, f : C -• C2 defined by fn(x) = (x, Gn(x)) 
and f(x) = (x, G(x)) for x e C. D 

The above continuity of Q> together with Proposition in Section 3 deliver the 
basic tools for proving the existence of solutions of ^-local martingale problems. 
The following assertions suggest possible applications of the CA convergence 
combined with the information delivered by Proposition. 

2.8. Lemma. Consider Gn, G e%>, (rn) a sequence of ^-Markov times and 
An, A processes on C(IR+) with locally integrable trajectories. Then the following 
implications hold: 
(a) IfGe % then Gn -^ G <=> supxeK maxs<f |Gn(s, x) — G(x, x)| -• Ofor any t > 0 

and compact set K cz C(R+). 
(b) If Tn -> oo uniformly on any compact set in C(R+) then pn-^x, where 

PJ[t9 x) : = x(tn(x) A t) for (t, x) e R+ x C(IR+). 
(c) of -^x as c -• oo. 
(d) If Am A are continuous processes such that An A A then I(An) A 1(A). 
(e) If An(t,.) A A(t,.) and supMe[0,t]xJd-4„(x, x)| < K < oo for all t > 0, all 

compact sets K cz C(IR+) and neN then I(An) A 1(A). 
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Note that it follows by (a) that the c-̂ > convergence restricted to the subspace 
#c x 0>(C) is exactly the convergence of a sequence with respect to the product of 
the topology of uniform convergence on compacts in C and of the weak topology 
in 0>(C). 

Proof, (a) is a standard equivalent definition of the continuous convergence and 
implies (b) directly. To prove (c) observe, that any compact K cz C(U+) is 
a locally bounded set and apply (b). As for (d) note that An A A implies that 
II o An A II O An for any II € %. Choosing II : = I(x), (d) follows then by 
Remark 2.4 (iii). Verify (e) directly by the definition of the continuous con
vergence applying the Dominated convergence theorem. • 

3 Results 

We summarize our main results here and promise to prove them in Section 4. 

Proposition. JSf(L°) is a relatively weakly closed set in i f (A0), i.e. (Xn, Yn) e L°, 
n e M, (X, Y) e A0, (Xn, Yn) ^(X, Y) implies (X, Y) e L°. 

Unfortunately, a more elegant statement 

"J.?(L°) is a weakly closed set in 0>(C(U+)) x ^ C ( R + ) ) ) " 

is not true: 

3.1. Example. Consider a standard Wiener process W and observe that 
(n-'W, W)eM and that (n~lW, W) ^ (0, W) because n~lW-• 0 in C(U+) every
where on Q. Obviously, (0, W) $ A0, hence ££(L°) is not a weakly closed set in 
^(C(R + )xC(R + ) ) . 

Proposition follows directly by a more general 

3.2. Theorem. If (Xm Yn) e PL for any neN and (X, Y) e A0 then (Xm Yn) -?• 
(X, Y) in C(U+) x C(U+) implies (X, Y) e L°. 

Observe, that the set of the martingales pairs distributions J2?(M°) is a dense set 
in i>?(L0) (by Lemma 2.8 (c)), hence of course not a closed set. On the other hand 
Lemma 4.3 proves easily the property for any set of uniformly bounded mar
tingales pairs M°c := {(X, Y) e M° : \Y\ < c}, i.e. the property which would make 
the proof of Proposition a more simple matter provided that the stopping maps 
ac: C -> C would be continuous which is not of course the case. We close 
Section 4 by a discussion of the problem. 

3.3. Corollary. The set CL° is a sequentially closed in CA° w.r.t. the CA 
convergence, i.e. 
(G„, /*„) CA (G, /i), (G„, fin) e CL°, n e M, (G, fi) e CA° => (G, fi) e CL°, G, Gn e % 
fi,fineC(U+). 
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Especially, 
Gn UG,Xn^ X, (Xm Gn(Xn)) e L°, (X, G(X)) e A ° - > (X, G(X)) e L° for any 
Gn,Ge^ and any continuous processes Xm X. 

The assertion is an immediate consequence of Proposition, Lemma 2.7 and (20). 

3.4. Corollary. For any p. e 0>(C(U+)) the set C0_%u) of all Ge% such that G is 
an 3^^-local martingale on (C, 38(Cy, /I) is a linear subspace of^ closed w.r.t. 
the convergence in probability on (C, 0b{Cf, p), i.e. 

Gn(X) -> G(X) in probability, (X, Gn(X)) e L° => (X, G(X)) e L° 

for any GmGE^ and arbitrary continuous stochastic process X with &(X) = p. 

The linearity of CL%u) is obvious. The assumption Gn(X) -> G(X) in probability 
yields that (X, Gn(X)) £ (x, G(X)) and also that (X, G(X)) e A0. It follows by 
Proposition that (X, G(X)) e L°. 

3.5. Corollary. If & is a subset of%>c compatible with a Borel set B c C(IR+) 
then the set iV^B of solution of the (@, B)-local martingale problem is a weakly 
closed set in 2P(B). Particularly, iV# is convex and weakly closed if^S^ %ya. 

3.6. Corollary. If <& is at most countable subset of %> compatible with a Borel 
set B <= C([R+) then iV^jB is a Borel convex set in 0>(C). Particularly, iVy is a Borel 
convex set in ^(C(1R+)) if(S<^(€a is at most countable set. 

Remark that the sets H£tB and iVy in (3.6) are not only convex, their measure 
convexity will be proved in [10]. 

Proof. To prove (3.5) and (3.6) we may assume that without loss of generality 
^ = {G} is a singleton set. As for the convexity statements choose G eW and 
check that 

PM(G) := {pE 0>(C): (x, G, C, *(C), p) e PM} 
and therefore 

PL(G): = {pe &(C): (x, G, C, &(C), p) e I 

are convex. If the G and a B a @)(C) are compatible then iV^ B equals to 
PL(G) n 0>(B), hence it is a convex set. 

Fix again G e ^ and define a Borel map 0 G : 0>(C(U+)) -> ^(C2) by Q>G(p) = 
Se(x, G | p). If the G and a B e @(C) are compatible then <DG(̂ (B)) c <£(A0) and 
therefore the restriction of <X>G to £P(B), say OG, is a Borel map from 0*(B) into 
JS?(A°). Because H^tB = (^G)~l L° and L° is a weakly closed set in J^(A°) 
by Proposition, we get the i^iB

 a s a Borel set in 0*(B), hence a Borel set in 
0>(C(R+)). 

\£Gs% then <1>G defines a continuous map 0>(C(U+)) -> ^(C2) and its restriction 
to &(B), OG, becomes to be a continuous map from 0>(B) into J£?(A°). Because 
iVg B = (O G ) _ 1 L° and L° is a weakly closed set in J£?(A°) by Proposition we 
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conclude that H^tB is a weakly closed set in 0>(B). We have proved all statements 
of 3.5 and 3.6. ' • 

The preceding Corollaries may be applied to the examples we stated in Section 1. 

1.1 Example continued 

The set Jf of local martingale distributions is weakly closed and convex in 
0>(C), because 3tf = ^x-x(o)} and x - x(0) e %a. 

1.2 Example continued 

The set ifit(r of probability distributions of weak solution of a (b, o)-SDE is 

(22) a Borel convex set in 0>(C)for arbitrary progressive coefficients b and o 

by Corollary 3.6 and Remark 2.4 (i), 

(23) a weakly closed set in ^(Bbff) if Gb, Gbt<Te% 

by Corollary 3.5. Especially, it follows by Remark 2.4 (Hi) and (iv) that 

(24) 

b, o e U+ 0 W (or more generally (25)) => "%t<r is a weakly closed convex set in &(BbJ) 

where 

(25) x -» b(t, x), x -• o(t, x) are continuous maps C(R+) -> R and 
sup \b(s, x)\ < oo, sup \o(s, x)\ < oo, W > 0, K <= C(U+) compact. 

(s, x)e [0, t]xK (s, x)e [0, t]xK 

Note that the requirements (25) are general enough to cover the choices as 

b(t, x) = h(t, x(t)), o(t, x) = o(t, x(t)) 

where h, o :U+ xU ^> M art continuous functions. 

1.3 Example continued 

The set iVG^ of probability distributions \x e @>(C) such that a GeW is an 
^^-local martingale on (C, ̂ (Cf, /*) with <G> = v\_fi], where veW is a process 
of finite variation, is 

(26) a Borel convex set in 0>(C) if both G and v are in % 

by 3.6 because itGtV = it{G,Gv}
 and Gv: = G2 — v e ^a and 

(27) a weakly closed convex set in 0>(C) if both G and v are in %ta 

by 3.5 because Gv e %a. 
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Thus, the local martingale problems in Examples 1.1, 1.2 (with Gb, Gb^e%ia) 
and 1.3 (with G,ve %^a) produce sets of solutions HT that are convex and weakly 
closed in ^(C), which sets are known as a subject to Krein-Milman, or more 
generally to Choquet property. The former one is specified by Theorems 8 and 9 in 
[9] by equalities 

(28) W = co ex 1tr = cob ex itr 

where co and cofc denote the closed convex hull operators w.r.t. the weak and the 
B(C)-topology in ^(C), respectively. Recall that the B(C)-topology is the minimal 
topology which makes /x -> Jc g d\i to be a continuous map ^(C) -» R for any 
Borel bounded function g : C -• R. Hence, a crucial problem is to find an effective 
characterization of the extreme boundary ex HT. A simple step towards the aim that 
also suggests possible applications is presented by 

3.7. Theorem. Consider <§ a % a and denote by iV^^ the set of all solutions of 
the y-local martingale problem with a deterministic initial condition ex. Then 
(a) ex HT9 cz HT9yd and *% = co H^d = cob i^d. 
(b) Assume that for any xeU there is a pLxeH^ with initial condition x 

(if(x(0) | jix) = sx). Then, given an arbitrary v e 0>(U), there exists a [i^eiV^ 
with initial condition v. 

(c) Let f: ^(C) -• U be a lower bounded, B(C)-lower semicontinuous and convex 
function. Then 

sup {f(ii)9 \ieiVy} = sup {/(/*), ii e i^j}. 

Note that the set ^ > d \ e x HTy in (a) may be rather complex as in Example 1.1, 
where \i e ex Jf is characterized by the predictable representation property as in 
Proposition (4.6) and Theorem (4.7) in [7]. Further note, that (b) and (c) do not ask 
the ^-local martingale problem to be well posed for the deterministic initial 
conditions and compare (b) with Theorem 18.10. in [5]. An easy application of (b) is 

1.2 Example continued II 

If a (b, o)-SDE with Gb, Gb^a e %tQ is such that there exists its weak solution for 
any deterministic initial condition then the equation possesses a weak solution with 
arbitrary initial condition in 

3.8. Example. Consider <& a %tQ and a Borel function g : U -> IR+. Then for 
any t > 0 

sup {Eg(X(t)): &(X) ei^} = sup {Eg(X(t))i &(X) e K ^ } 
holds. 

Fix t > 0, put gn = g A n and define Borel functions gt, gUn: C(IR+) -• U by 

gt(x): = g(x(t)) and gUn: = gn(x(t)) 
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for x e C(U+). Also denote 

/(/*) = j&dft, fn(fi) = fandii9 fie&(C(R+)) 
c c 

and note that / : ^(C(IR+)) -> U is a lower bounded and J*(C)-lower semicontinuous 
map because / = supn fn and all fn's are ^(C)-continuous maps ^(C(lR+)) -> R by 
definition. The equality stated above now follows directly by 3.7 (c). 

Note finally that ex it^ cz if$td holds and will be proved for any <S cz <gfl. 
Theorem 3.7 will be extended along these lines largely in [10]. 

Proof of Theorem 3.7. If ^ cz c€a and \i e ii^ is a solution with a non 
deterministic initial condition v e ^(IR), then there is a set F0 e &$ with 
/i(F0) e (0,1). Denoting JU- = //(. | F0) and ft2 = //(. | F0

C), a = ju(F0), we get 
\i = &\ix + (1 — a) ju2 and see that \i $ ex ^ if only ^ and //2 belong to O^. To 
prove this, assume without loss of generality that each G e <S is an Jf-martingale 
on (C, @(C), fi). Fix a G e 0, 8 < t and Fs e i f . It follows that 

[G(t) - G(s)dfit = ct [ G(t) - G(s)dfi = 0, i = 1,2, 
Fs E5nE0 

where c- = (ju(F0))
-1 and c2 = (/i(F0))

_1 are in (0, 1) and therefore G is an 
Jf-martingale on (C, @t(C), ft). Thus, both /^ and ft2 are in iV9 and /* £ ex ^ . 

The rest of (a) follows by Krein-Milman properties (28) as 

HGg D co T̂ J>d 3 cob ^ d z> cob ex ^ , 

because ^ is a weakly closed set and the B(C)-topology is finer than the weak one. 
To prove (b) note first that A : = {(ft,x)e if^xR:p0Oft = sx) is a closed set 

in 0>(C) x IR which R projection equals to IR. According to the Crosssection 
theorem (see 8.5.3. in [1]) there exists a map U: IR -> 0>(C) that is universally 
measurable (^(C) being endowed by the weak topology) such that the graph of 
17 is contained in A. Thus, ft0 = JR U(x) v0(dx) is a well-defined measure in 
@(C) with p0 o fi0 = v0 for any v0 e &(R). To conclude the proof of (b) we only 
need to show that ft, e O^. Put T0 = U O v0 to define a Borel probability measure 
on ify such that ft0 = J ^ ft v^dft). Let v̂  -• vjj weakly be a sequence of discrete 
probability measures on ii^. Obviously, 

Mn • = J M ^(d^) "^ J A* Vo(d/i) = fto weakly in ^(C) 

and therefore \i0eiV^ because ^ is a convex weakly closed set. 
The assertion (c) follows by (a), because it implies that for any fixed \i0eiVq 

there is a net (fta) of convex combinations of measures in it^id that converges to 
fto in B(C)-topology and by the properties of f, because 

/(fto) < lim inf/(JI.) < sup {f(fi), ft e if£td}. 
D 
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3.9. Example (Portfolio process). Assume, that the value process of our 
portfolio is described by the SDE (D) from Example 1.2 with initial investment 
X(0) = xfor xeU. When there exists a weak solution for any deterministic initial 
condition (i.e. we know our initial portfolio capital), then there exists a weak 
solution of SDE with a random initial condition v e ^(IR). The assumption that we 
do not know exactly our initial investment is not very common in finance, but we 
present here two possible situations. 

1. We want to describe a value process of a portfolio of a selected competing 
company. Being on the same market, the coefficients b, a can be assumed the 
same as in our portfolio. As we do not know precisely conditions of the 
competing company, its initial capital is taken as a random variable v e ^(IR). 

2. We plan to construct a new portfolio with an initial investment resulting 
from the unknown profit of the contemporary portfolio, which for instance 
includes one call option. The profit from excercising the option is described by 

Value of a portfolio is not necessary the only criterion of our success of the 
financial market. When X(t) denotes the value of our portfolio at time t, we define 
a utilility function g : 1R -> M+, which represents our benefit. When we choose 
g and & as in Example 3.8, the expected maximal benefit is achieved on the set of 
processes with deterministic initial conditions. It means, that for a given utility 
function, we can not increase the maximal expected benefit by assuming random 
initial condition instead of deterministic one. Notice, that this result does not 
depend on our more or less precise knowledge of the initial distribution. 

4 Proofs 

We shall mainly profit of Skorochod Theorem on the representation of the 
convergence in distribution in terms of the almost sure convergence. 

If £m £ are S-valued random variables where S is a separable metric space such 
that £n ^> £, then there are r\n, ^ on a probability space (Q, i f P) such that 
&(Q = <£(r\n\ &(£) = &(rj) and rjn ^ rj a.s. [P] (see Theorem 3.30 in [5]). To 
prove Theorem 3.2 we need to recognize a martingale among premartingales. 

4.1. Lemma. Let X be a continuous bounded 3Ft-premartingale on a complete 
probability space, where (S\) is an arbitrary filtration. If x is an 3Ft Markov time 
such that Xx is an ^{-adapted process, then Xx is an ^{-martingale. 

First we shall prove 

4.2. Lemma. Let X be as in Lemma 4.1 and x < v < T < oo a pair of 
Jf Markov times. Then X(x), X(v) e Lx and E* X(v) = E* X(x), where &x is the 
a-algebra of events up to the Markov time x. 
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Proof. Assume first that the filtration (if) is right-continuous and complete. It 
follows directly by the definition of a premartingale that the process (E** X(t), 
t > 0) is an if-martingale and such as possesses a right continuous modification 
(Y(t), t > 0) (by Theorem 6.27. (ii) in [5]) that is an if-adapted process as the 
filtration is complete. Thus Y is a right continuous if-martingale such that 
Y(t) = E* X(t) holds for all t > 0. The properties yield 

(29) X(v) e Li and Y(v) = E* X(v). 

If v takes its values only in a finite set 0 < r0 < t{ < ... < tK < T then 

E*X(v) = £ / [ v = ^ X ( t , ) « 1 / - , . ^ ^ ) = Y(v) 
; = 1 / = 1 

holds almost surely because [v = tj] e 3FV and [v = t j implies almost surely that 
E^Z = E^Z for any integrable random variable Z. 

To prove (29) for an arbitrary v consider a sequence vn < T and vn\ v of 
finitely valued i f Markov times and perform the Lrlimit in E^v Y(vn) = E*̂v X(v„). 

It follows by (29) and Stopping theorem 6.29 in [5], which may be applied, 
because Y is a right continuous if-martingale and the filtration is right continuous, 
that 

E* X(v) = E*E* X(v) = E* y(v) = Y(x) = E* X(x) a.s. 

To prove the Lemma in general we check first easily that X being a continuous 
if-premartingale it is also if-premartingale, where iffl is the augmentation of the 
filtration if, i.e. the minimal right continuous and complete filtration with 
ifa z> i f for all t > 0. Applying the assertion of our Lemma to X and (3Ft

a) we 
conclude the proof. • 

Proof of 4.1. 
First observe that I ( T A t)e^At c 3FX for any t > 0, because the process 

Xx = (XT)T is i£At adapted. Hence it follows by Lemma 4.2 that for any s < £ 

X(x A s) = E * " X(r A s) = E ^ - X(i A t) = E * E * X ( T A t) = E * X(r A f) 

holds almost surely. Hence, Xx is an ^-martingale. • 

4.3. Lemma. If (Xn, Yn)e PM, \Yn\ < c < oo for a// n and (Xn, Yn) %(X, Y) 
then(X,Y)ePM. 

Proof. 
Just observe that (£, rj) e PM o ri(t)e Lx and Egs(£(u),u < s)rj(t) = Egs(£(u), 

w < s) f/(s) for any continuous bounded map gs: C[0, s] -* 1R and any 0 < s < 
t < oo. • 

Proof of 3.2. Denote 
J •= (Y Y Yl Y2 \ 
a - n • V w' w w ' « ' • • * / 
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where 
Y„c:= acoYn,c,neN 

and observe that Z1? Z2,... is a sequence of random variables in CN which is 
a Polish space. Because each ac maps compact sets in C to relatively compact sets 
in C and J?(Xm Yn) converges weakly to i?(X, Y) in ^(C x C) we conclude by 
Prochorov theorem that the sequence ^(Zx), J£?(Z2),... is relatively compact in 
^(CN) endowed by the weak topology. In other words, we may assume without 
loss of generality, that Zn >̂ Z, where Z is a CN valued random variable 
represented, again without loss of generality as Z = (X, Y, YW, Y^2\...), where Y® 
are continuous processes defined on the same probability space as the pair (X, Y). 
Finally, we argument by Skorochod theorem that we cause no harm assuming that 
Z, Z1? Z2,... are all defined on a complete probability space (Q, ̂ ,P) such that 
Zn ^ Z in the metric space CN and that Yc = of o Yn for all c and neN. Hence, 
outside a P-null set N 

(30) Yn -> Y and Yc -> yW in C(R+) for all c e N . 

Because TC(X) < lim inf,,^ TC(X„) whenever xn -> x in C(lR+), it follows by (30) 
that outside the P-null set 1V for any csN and almost all ne N, Yn and Yc have 
trajectories that are identical on the interval [0, TC(Y)]. Hence, again by (30), 
outside N and for any c e N , Y = Y^ on [0, TC(Y)] which is as to say that 

(31) $c\t): = Y(c)(t A TC(Y)) = Y(t A TC(Y)), t > 0 almost surely for any fixed ceN. 

Because (X, 7 ) e A ° and rc(Y) is an J^p-Markov time it follows by (31) that 
(X, $c) e A0 and in fact (X, <̂ c)) e M° by Lemma 4.1 because yW is a bounded 
^p-premartingale by (30) and Lemma4.3. Hence, (X, ac(Y)) = (X, ^) are pairs 
in M° for any c e N, and therefore (X, Y) e L°. D 

Denoting 5C: = {x e C : x(0) = 0, x is a continuity point of ac} a natural 
question arises in connection with Proposition and its proof: Which are continuous 
local martingales Y that make the stopping map ac to be Y-continuous, i.e. for 
which local martingales P[YeSc] = 1 holds? A summary of our knowledge 
regarding the above problem is as follows: 

4.4. Remark. Denote TC+(X) = inf [t > 0: |x(t)| > c}for x e C and c > 0. Then 
(a) xn -• x => TC(X) < lim inf Tc(xn) < lim sup TC+(X„) < TC+(X), 

i.e. TC and TC+ are lower and upper semicontinuous maps C - » R + u { + oo}. 
(b) Sc = {xe C : x(0) = 0, x is constant function on [TC(X), TC+(X)]}. 

(c) P[ Y G 5C] = 1 provided that Y is a continuous local martingale either such 
that <Y> is a strictly increasing process or <Y> (+ oo) = -f oo holds almost 
surely. 

We omit the proof and remark only that (c) follows by an application either of 
Theorem on Mutual continuity Y and < Y> or of Dambis-Dubins-Schwarz theorem. 
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4.5. Remark. Example 3.1 and Corollary 3.3 open a problem. Is it true that 

Gn^G, Xn^X, (Xn,Gn(X))e/\°^(X,G(X))e/\°, 

for Gn,G e ^ and Xn, X continuous processes? 
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